


IN THIS ISSUE: 

Given the choice, most pilots would probably choose 
summer over winter weather for flying. There are many 
rea ons for this, but most of them would boil down to 
something connected with safety. All the summer acci
dent hazards are still around in the winter plus the 
additional ones of ice, now, leet and ju t plain cold 
weather. It tands to reason then, that more thorough 
preparation, greater alertness and caution, and special 
techniques are necessary for successful winter opera
tion. All of these points are emphasized in the articles 
contained in this issue of Flying Safety. The fact re
mains, though, that it' up to you to take the precau
tion which will preven t winter accidents. And you can 
do it, too. 

• • 0 

NEXT MONTH: 

We don't know for sure just what will be in the 
November issue of Flying Safety. At thi point, it could 
turn out to be just a much of a surprise to us as it 
will be to you. One article we hope to get to you i on 
flying the B-47. It seems that it's difficult to decide 
whether a bomber pilot or a fighter pilot make the 
conversion to B-47's more rapidly and efficiently. This 
airplane may start up the old controversy between 
drivers of "big friends and little friends" all over again, 
though from a different angle. Regardles , there are 
certain safety points and techniques in flying this 
bomber which handle like a fighter; they should make 
a good article. Another possible feature involves the 
flying safety side of the cadet training program. Did 
you know that the cadet program boasts a safety record 
which is considerably better than the Air Force aver
age? D oesn't seem right, but it is. And there are rea
sons for it, too. We'll try to tell you about them next 
month. 

0 0 0 

HELP WANTED: 

Did you find ·anything in the September issue of 
Flying Safety that you especially liked or disliked ? If 
you did, why not write and tell u about it. Maybe we 
could give you more of that particular type of thing if 
you liked it; or less if you disliked it. Anyway, let us 
know what you think of the magazine- drop an in
formal letter, a postcard will do, to the Editor, Flying 
Safety Magazine, Directorate of Flight Safety Research, 
Norton Air Force Base, San Bernardino, Calif. While 
we're on this writing subject, if you have an idea for an 
article or if something is going on at your base that you 
believe warrants publicity in Flying Safety magazine, let 
us know about it. Maybe you'd like to try your hand at 
writing something for us-we'll see that you get the 
credit and if any polishing or editing is necessary, we'll 
take care of it. 
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Winter 
Weather 

We live in a big country with almost every winter weather extreme. Here are 
some long-range "area forecasts." 

M OST ALL USAF PILOTS have received a 
pretty thorough general training in meteorology-either 
in school, reading official publications or from actually 
experiencing weather condi tions through flying. Yet, 
when the average pilot is faced with flying missions 
during the winter season he is prone to spend little more 
time studying the weather maps and analyzing the fore
cast. 

Ordinarily, when the pilot does think specifically of 
winter it brings to mind only two hazards- icing and 
widespread areas of poor visibilities and low ceilings. 
H e just doesn't stop to pause and evaluate his weather 
knowledge of winter flight conditions until the season 
has arrived. And the month of October, although still 
early for the development of widespread and persistent 
storm conditions, is a good time for the pilot to take 
stock of his pa t winter flying experience and h ash over 
his weather knowledge. 

For this review a good start would be to bone up on 
general ZI weather trends for the worst four months of 
winter flying weather. 

· THE NORTHEAST -
O ctober and the autumn sea on is associated with 

increasingly frequent outbreaks of Continental Polar air 
from north and central Canada. Waves develop on the 
polar fronts and move northeastward along the Atlantic 
coast and cause fog and precipitation along the coastal 
states. Frequently these disturbances will cause low ceil
ings and poor visibilities for as long as 48 hours. It is 
well to remember that regardless of the cause, (either a 
wave or a high pressure system ) winds with easterly 
components generally cause overcast and rain or drizzle 
conditions since they cause advection of moist air from 
the ocean. 

O ctober is the worst month of the year relative to risk 
\ 
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of ground fog formation in the sunrise p eriod. A com
bination radiation-advection fog is also fairly prominent 
during the fall season in the New Jersey-Long I sland 
areas between midnight and the hour after sunrise. Fog 
in the La Guardia-Mitchel areas on a clear night is 
usually involved with a wind from the SSW or SW. 

As a result of cold front passages in the NE section, 
the weather conditions generally improve rapidly with 
visibilities of six miles or more. Approaching warm 
fronts or warm frontal passages often produce low ceil
ings and visibilities of less than one mile. Flying h azards 
are reduced mainly to these factors. Icing conditions are 
not prevalent until later in the winter season. 

A common occurrence during the winter proper is 
what is called a "Northeaster," which i a storm with 
typical warm frontal characteristics that persists for 2-3 
days. The wind blows steadily from the east or northeast 
and precipitation is continuous in the form of drizzle or 
wet snow. The clouds are usually very low. 

THE SOUTHEAST -

In this area, the autumn and winter seasons are per
haps the least important. It has been noted that a major 
percentage of adverse weather conditions that do affect 
this area during the winter months is due to the forma
tions of thunderstorms in the western Gulf of M exico 
and southeastern Texas. Late October and the month of 
November mark the beginning of the penetration of 
Continental polar air and by the time it reaches this 
area the air is modified to the extent that cold frontal 
passages are infrequent. 

Restrictions to flying develop after passage of weak 
cold fronts due to the fact that they become stationary 
through Alabama, Georgia and the Carolina and con
sequently the development of waves along the front 



The Northeast states experience all types of winter weather. Fog 
along the coast is common in Octobe r. The Southeast se ction of 

th e Un ited S:a tes is least affe cted by winter, wh ile the northern 
Middlewest suffe rs ext remely low tempe ratures, snow and ice. 

produce weather for a period of everal days. During 
the winter sea on, an average of approximately 25 cold 
fronts pass through thi area with poor flying conditions 
xisting 12-24 hours before the frontal pa age and end

ing 4-6 hours afterward. 
Wave formations originating in this area or in south

eastern T exas produce the poorest flying conditions for 
the longest period of time, 2-3 days. A situation of this 
type covers such an extensive area that although a few 
scattered terminals remain open, it presents a difficult 
problem to flying because the weather is very general 
and finding an alternate airfield is almost impos ible. 
Perhaps the greatest hazards are fog and low stratus 
conditions. However, through the mountainous sections, 
icing definitely is a very important hazard to all aircraft. 

THE MIDDLE WEST -
Fall weather in the Middlewest is more generally sat

i factory than any other sea on since weather fronts be
gin to move with more regularity than in the ummer
time. A marked change occurs, however, during late 
October or early November. Precipitation becomes 
more common and low ceilings and poor visibilities 
predominate in the area to create the poorest flying 
weather of the ZI, with the Great Lakes region ex
posed to the highest frequency of fog and low ceiling 
in a normal year. 

The chief cause of low ceilings and rain is a low 
pressure system or frontal wave either in southeastern or 
outhwestern Kansas with re ultant overrunning warm, 

moi t, tropical air. In October a polar high pressure 
sy tern brings bad weather on the eastern side. The air 
blowing over the Lakes become unstable and thi in-
tability is strong enough occasionally to set off small 

thunderstorms. Icing (after O ctober ) present the big 
hazard to flying and with the average height of the 
freezing level down to about 9,000 feet over the Alle
ghenies, conditions are favorable for lightning strikes on 
IFR flights through the e squall conditions. 

THE NORTHWEST -
In this region, October and early ovember are al

mo t certain to bring the first real foul weather of 
winter, although the frequency of bad weather around 
Seattle might range from 21 per cent to as low as three 
per cent in any one year. Dark, rainy weather charac
terize frequent occluded fronts moving in from the 
Pacific with fog generally associated with the post
fronta l periods. Average height of the freezing level is 
down to about 8,000 feet MSL in the Seattle area. The 
peak of the winter fog season is not reached in the 
Spokane and Walla Walla areas until December and 
January . Storm activity is most frequent during D e
cember. 

THE SOUTHWEST-
Along the extreme southwe tern area the rainy eason 

becomes established by early November with total fall 
about double tha t of October, but with the frequency 
of the rain very low when compared with the eastern 

l 
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part of the country. On the whole, the California coast 
sees a high percentage of fog and low ceilings during 
the month. The Frisco Bay area has a sharp increase 
in fog and at Los Angeles the frequency of fog is almost 
equal to that of December which is the worst month 
of the year. • 

The Las Vegas region generally has fine weather dur
ing autumn but the rest of the Plateau R egion is ex
posed to the first winter types of frontal and air-mas 
weather. Average height of the freezing level is down to 
about 8,500 in the northern section and 10,000 in the 
southern section which puts most flights in the icing 
zone. Most persistent bad weather in mid-winter (De
cember) is generally found in the interior valleys of 
California. 

Better flying weather during the winter sea on pre
vails around the east slope of the Rocky Mountains due 
to the prevalence of strong downslope winds from west
erly quadrants. 

READING WINTER WEATHER-
Aii pi lots should be able to read a weather map in

telligently. It displays much information in a pictorial 
manner and a brief survey of it guided by a forecaster 
will show in a few moments what it would take hours 
to describe. 

While it is not expected that every pilot should be
come an expert weather forecaster, he should learn and 
know some of the princip les that the weatherman uses 
to arrive at a forecast. In this way the pilot will know 
the limitation of the foreca t and will build confidence 
in his own decisions on the safest and most efficient 
method of flying difficult weather situations. 

FORECASTING PROCEDURE-
T here are three main steps for the pi lot to follow m 

arriving a t a decision: 
• Get and keep in mind a complete picture of the 

current weather situation. 
• Move the picture forward m space and time to 

cover the route of the flight. 
• Consider the changes that will occur during the 

time in flight. 
If the forecast interval is short ( 3 to 6 hours ), it is 

often possible to use the past history to determine the 
amount of weather motion that wi ll take place. 

In addition to reading the weather forecasts, a sharp 
pilot wi ll study the synoptic situation on the weather 
map noting especially the frontal weather, where the 
most dangerous icing is usually found. The two factors 
needed in order to get icing are temperatures near or 
below freezing and the presence of moisture. 

Since the rate of ice accretion depends on the size of 
water drops, if the pilot can keep his plane out of freez
ing rain and out of turbulence above the freezing level, 
he can avoid the worst icing. 

Usually, heavier turbulence is found in conjunction 
with the cold front, while freezing rain is most often 
found in the cold air under the warm front. If possible, 
the pilot should avoid flying through water clouds above 

the freezing level. 
On teletype sequences the freezing level for each sta

tion making radiosonde observations is easily found. 
This level is added to the individual sequence as part 
of the remarks and is written as RAFRZ 134MSL RH 
92. This would read as "Radiosonde freezing level 
13,400' M ean Sea Level, R elative Humidity 92 per 
cent." H ere, in addition to the height of the zero i o
therm, the probability of clouds at thi s level is shown 
by the relative humidity ; a high humidity means cloudi
ness and a low humidity means clear skie . 

With the change of air masses as ociated with frontal 
passages over various stations or in flying through a 
front, the freezing level may change radically within a 
short period of time or over a short distance. This may 
usually be checked by finding the freezing level within 

Occluded fronts moving in from the Pacific bring dark, ra iny w ea the r 
to th e Northwest. Icing leve ls drop be low mounta in peaks. 

Fog and low ce ilings along th e Southwe st coastal a reas repre sent 
hazard to flying . Inland, this area has re latively good w ea ther. 



each air mass over stations and considering the past 
movement of fronts and the approximate point at which 
the plane will fly out of one air mass and into another. 

Low ceilings and visibilitie over the country can be 
forecast, but again a good pilot will study the weather 
maps and sequences of the area in which he will be 
flying. Two conditions ordinarily cause most of this 
condition. The first is the pre ence of a slow-moving 
warm or occluded front with precipitation ahead of it. 
This will bring the ceiling down and lower the visibility 
until zero-zero conditions will often prevail over a wide 
area. 

This condition then builds up over a long period and 
will be found becoming progre sively worse on successive 
weather maps and sequences. Advection fog is the 
second weather factor and such fog is formed when 
warm moi t air moves over a colder surface, or when 
air i lifted by prevailing winds up the slopes of moun
tains. This fog may persist during the day, but usually 
will become low stratus with ceilings of 100' to 500' 
during the day and, with sufficient heating, may break 
in the afternoon and form again about sunset. Forecast
ing this fornrntion and dissipation may be tricky and a 
pilot should be sure of an alternate which will remain 
open before flying into a doubtful area. 

Radiation fog should also be expected on clear nights 
with light winds but is usually more localized than the 
above conditions. 

Another danger which may have been forgotten dur
ing the summer is the effect on a pressure al timeter of 
the changes in reading caused by flights into areas of 
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different pressures or flights into cold air. 
In flying from higher toward lower pressures, remem

ber that the altimeter will read too high causing an 
altimeter reading which shows a higher altitude level 
than that of the plane. 

A clear and thoroughly understood picture of the 
weather before takeoff plus a good grounding in the 
ba ic principles of weather forecasting and interpreta
tion are of life-saving benefit to all pilots flying during 
the winter season. 

THE WORST FOUR MONTHS-
The Far Northwest has the poorest flying weather for 

the month of O ctober which brings fogs and low ceil
ings. In the Seattle a rea, for example, visibility averages 
between 0 and 1 mile 37 per cent of the time during 
the hours of 0300 to 0900, but only 4 per cent during 
the hours of 1200 to 1800 PST. Poor flying weather 
also prevails a long the California coast with the chances 
of heavy fog and low ceilings greater than any other 
month. In the middlewest plains states, O ctober brings 
a few active cold fronts, one or two active lows and a 
tendency toward ground fog formation during the sun
rise period. The average height of the freezing level 
comes down to about 12,000 feet. 

Besides general rain and low ceilings, the central east 
coast during O ctober has alternating regimes of stable, 
fog-laden air when highs become stranded off the coast. 

NOVEMBER -
Thi month may be regarded as the first winter flying 

month, bringing widespread developments of fog and 
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low cei lings, severe change in wind at all levels and 
ice or snow-covered runway . On the credit ide may 
be found only the ab ence of thunder torm conditions 
and temperature restrictions to takeoff loads. D ark, 
rainy weather is typical throughout all of the north
we t. Interior areas ee almost as much wet-foggy 
weather as the coasta l section . West of the Ca cades, 

ovember brings the worst flying weather of the year 
with heavy snowfall in the Cascades. The average height 
of the freezing level is down to about 7,000 feet toward 
the end of the month. 

The southwest rainy season i generally well estab
lished by early November. The Las V egas area h as the 
finest weather in November but the rest of the Pla teau 
R egion is exposed to the first winter types of frontal 
and airma s weather. Average height of the freezing 
level is down to about 8,500 in the northern section and 
10 000 in the outhern section which put most IFR 

' 
flights in the icing zone. 

Around the Great Lake the in tability effect is 
stronger in November as cold mas e of Canadian air 
move in across the warmer water . The entire area h as 
frequent blankets of stratocumulus clouds with snow 
squalls in the South Bend section. 

Unlike the west coa t, the east coast has a more 
gradual approach to the bad weather peak of mid
winter which comes in late D ecember and January. For 
November there are two factors to make this month 
worse than O ctober : ( 1) Lack of good alternate fields 
within a given area and (2) lowering of the freezing 
level to around 5,000 feet. 
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DECEMBER -
Much like the "Eguinoctal Storm," the Old Maid's 

tale of the mariner and the farmer, aviation ha been 
developing a legend built around the "Christmas W eek 
Storm." Actually, there i just as much chance of such 
storms in early D ecember or in J anuary- it' ju t re
membered longer. 

With major storms pos ible anywhere in the country, 
D ecemb r bring the worst flying weather of the year to 
the northwest and the northeast. The eastern torm are 
more likely to create widespread low ceiling and fog. 
The best weather for the month is usually found along 
the east slope of the R ockie where strong downslope 
wind prevail for a week or more at a time. 

Most persistent bad weather is generally found in the 
interior valleys of California where fog is often con
tinuous for days at a time, interrupted only briefly by 
slight lifting during the afternoons. 

]ANUARY -
Considcring the winter a a whole, J anua ry is the 

wor t flying weather month of the year. Airmass con
trasts between ocean and continent are at a maximum. 
storm developments reach their peak of frequency and 
intensity, and cold ground surfaces provide ideal condi
tion for fog formation. 

This month find a continuation of the D ecember 
pattern throughout the entire nor thwe t. The east slope 
of the R ockies ha the be t flying weather due to the 
strong we terly down lope wind . J anuary is the wette t 
month along most of the California coast and find fog 
concentrated more heavily in the central valleys making 
alternates h ard to find . Nellis Air Force Base or Edwards 
Air Force Base are practically 100 per cent a urance 
a a lternate . 

The worst flying weather i found around the Great 
Lakes and east coast area . Frequency of this bad 
weather, however, varies from year to year. A high 
proportion of low ceiling and vi ibility occurs in con
nection with warm fronts lying to the south of the 
areas over the Carolinas or just off the coa t. When a 
H a tteras low and warm front move northward up the 
coast, a typical equence of weather at a ll stations starts 
with teady dry snow, changes to we t now, then to 
leet, freezing rain and fin ally to rain or drizzle and fog. 

One helpful foreca ting rule i to remember that 
winter warm fronts a re nearly always ret:irded when 
approaching the New York-Boston area. 

There are a number of winter flying rules 
based upon the combined experience of pilots 
and weathermen . Supplement them w ith a little 
common sense and you 'll find them helpful in 
flying winter weather . 

Approximately 85-90 per cent of weather is 
flyable providing the flight is planned prop
erly. Always check closely on the weather, not 
just along the fli ght path but the area into 
which the flig ht wil l go. 
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YOU NEED S OW to go skiing. You need it to 
build a nowman or to have a snowball fight. And it 
sometimes makes a beautiful scene of what wa ordi
narily a rather drab sight. But you don't need snow to 
go flying. Only thing i tha t sometime you've got it. 
It can' t be ignored, because tha t could lead to disaster. 

Wintertime snow demand respect from pilots. Flying 
and ground operations can' t be considered normal when 
snow is on the ground. There are certain rules and 
modifications to the usual procedures which must be 
followed. Some of the winter rules are product of 
common sen e, but most of them are results of some
one's rough experiences. 

Even though you may be sta tioned in the sunny south 
and are not expecting any now thi winter, a knowledge 
of winter operating procedures is important. M any acci
dents last year and the year before, although they oc
curred at northern ba e , involved pilots stationed in 
the south . It is u ually too late to brief yourself ade
quately on cold weather operations after you have been 
ordered to make a flight to a winter-zone air base. 
Blowing snow, glare, lippery urfaces, slush, snowbank 
and numerou other wintertime phenomena await the 
unwa ry opera tor of a plane, be he ground crewman or 
pilot. Every winter, many aircraft accidents are caused 
by ice or snow on runways, ramps and taxiways. 

Attempting to taxi on surface covered with ice, slu h 
or now, contribute to a large share of winter acci-
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den ts. Slippery urface greatly reduce the effectiveness 
of brakes in steering or stopping. You should taxi slowly, 
use extreme caution, and if you think you might damage 
your plane taxiing or parking, call for a tug. Tha t's why 
they' re there. 

R emember that it has always been a pilot's preroga
tive to refuse to taxi under un afe conditions. Once a 
skid starts on an icy ramp, there isn' t much you can do 
to stop it. Don ' t let a skid tart. Al o, give your elf twice 
a much room to maneuver your plane as you do when 
there is no ice or snow. All of these things might take a 
little longer, but not as long as an accident board 
inquiry. 

Another accident type re ulting from winter urface 
conditions is cau ed by applying excessive power to pull 
the plane out of deep now, ruts or slush, and no ing 
up. Here again, don't do it. Get a tow or let it sit. 

Snowbank piled up beside runways, across the ends 
of runway , along taxi strip and on ramps have taken 
their toll of AF planes every winter. Sheared or dam
aged gear , ba hed-in fu elages, rudder , elevators, sta
bilizer , prop , wingtip and flaps bear witnes to the 
olidness of man-made snowbanks. A particularly haz

ardous condition i the leaving of nowbanks aero the 
ends of runways, since they are extremely diffi cult to see 
from the final approach. If the runway length is critical 
and you are attempting to land as short as possible, be 
especially alert for a nowbank across the approach end 
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When snow covers runways and taxi-strips, you can't 
go on using the same old ground rules you used last 
summer. You might end up on your nose-or worse. 

of the runway. Al o, a nowbank aero the far end of 
the runway create a sad tate of affair if you are 
unable to stop on the runway. It is a lot Jes serious to 
run off the runway into soft snow than it is to run into 
a wall of hard-packed snow and ice. 

When taxiing close to snowbank , be particularly 
careful in making turns or in swinging the tai l around. 
When you swing around to run up the engines before 
taking the runway for takeoff, for instance, check care
full y to make ab olutely certain that there i sufficien t 
clearance behind you. 

You personally can see to it that something is done 
about snowbanks piled too close to operating area , by 
informing your Flight Safety Officer and Operations 
Officer of the hazards. They will take it from there. 
Snow removal means not only clearing off hard urfaces 
but a lso getting it far enough off the sides o that a 
plane can be operated on the ground freely. 

Slush on the runways after a thaw can cau e a great 
deal of concern to air crews on takeoff and landing . 
After gear retraction, slush thrown into wheel well can 
freeze the gear into an up-and-locked position, which, 
in extreme cases can result in a wheels-up landing. On 
both takeoff and landing, slush thrown by the wheel 
and prop can badly damage flaps, wheel well doors and 
other skin urfaces. If at a ll po ible, avoid takeoffs and 
landings under such condition . 
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Brake , if used du ring landing roll hould be applied 
gently and cautiou ly. On airplanes equipped wi th 
reverse-pitch propeller , reversing of propellers is the 
safest and mo t effi cient means of rapid deceleration on 
lippery runways. It must be remembered, however, that 

in loose snow rever ing the propeller will result in 
temporarily limiting forward visibility. 

D epth perception in snow-blanketed area can be de
ceiving. Although the runway might be clearly visible 
from above, it may disapp ar on the final approach 
and roundout because of lack of contra t between the 
strip and surrounding ground. It is advi able, therefore, 
to reque t the tower to turn the runway and approach 
lights to full intensity whenever ice, fog or snow flurri es 
are presen t. Beside aiding in orientation in the traffi c 
pa ttern they help materially in judging height above 
the runway. GCA a i tance should be reque ted in 
condition of low vi ibility a well as low ceilings. Glare 
can reduce a pilot's depth perception to uch an extent 
that he can either tall ou t high above the runway or 
drive hi plane into the ground. Both are notoriou ly 
hard on airplanes. Under uch conditions, a pair of sun 
glasse become a safety item. 

Remove every trace of frost, ice or snow from wings, 
fu selage, tail surfaces and propellers before takeoff. 
Even though the accumulation of now on the plane is 
not of sufficient weight to do any harm, drag induced 
by rough surfaces can drastically alter a plane's flying 
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Heal ing engines before starting is a must in Arctic operations. 
Above , cowling excluders are used in heating a C-54 engine. 

characteri tics to uch an extent that it might never 
get off the ground. 

Another important pre-takeoff item is to check all 
control for freedom of movement. Light snow can sift 
into the malle t opening and al o slu h thrown up by 
the wheel the day before might have frozen during the 
night. Make certain both by visual in pection of all 
opening and by moving control and flaps through their 
full travel that they are not re tricted by ice or snow. 

Airfield condition can change rapidly during the 
winter months. Con equently, all flight must be care
fully planned and particular care hould be taken in 
checking Iotams. Even though you might have been 
into a field the day before, check the Notams again 
before clearing for the ame field. A few inches of snow 
or a change in temperature in the meantime could have 
made a tremendous difference. 

Thorough preflight briefing is extremely important. 
Briefing should include all information on the planned 
m1 s10n o that no que tion will exist in any crew
m ember's mind a to exactly what he is expected to do 
under normal condition and for any emergency that 
might ari e. 

There are many other matters concerning winter 
flying hazards with which you mu t become fami~iar. 

Peculiarities in local weather behavior and airfield con
dition , peculiarities of the particular type of aircraft 
you are flying, the local OP for winter operations- all 
of these should be tudied carefully. 

It will take ome concerted effort by you and your 
brother airmen to cut out winter accidents caused by 

Engine heater hose can look like a bunch of overgrown snakes 
when multi -engine planes ere being healed. Cockpit also gels heat. 

snow condition . But you can do it. 

• • • 
A letter to Major General L. P. Whitten, Command

ing General of Northeast Air Command, asking for 
some general observation on cold weather operation in 
NEAC brought the following reply: 

"Arctic operation and maintenance instruction con
tained in the variou aircraft handbook are, in mo t 
case , con idered adequate for the maintenance of air
craft operating in the Iorth Eastern Arctic. The follow
ing are some sugge tion for operation of aircraft in 
ub-zero region of the EAC : 

" It i considered a 'mu t' to dilute engines when 
temperature are 32 degree F and below. At tempera
ture below 5 degree F external heat is applied to 
engine power section, oil cooler, oil supply tank and 
acces ory section. 

"To preclude the po ibility of low oil pre ures and 
ubsequent hutting down of engine during flight, it ha 

been found nece sary to drain 'Y' drains and sumps at 
all times when aircraft engine require preheating. C-4 7 
aircraft require draining of the 'Y' drain and oil cooler, 
the latter being neces ary because of its location in the 
ystem. A recent flight of a C-4 7 aircraft re ulted in a 

ruptured oil cooler. Upon examination it wa found 
that the bottom core had burst. It is felt that this con
dition was brought about by the freezing of moi ture 
and congealing of oil in the bottom of the cooler. 

"The combu tion heater in tailed in C-54 type air
craft are very ati factory provided a high grade of 
maintenance is performed. Difficulty is experienced with 
the e heaters after the aircraft has cold oaked for even 
hort periods of time. It hi been determined that much 

of this trouble i due to water in the gasoline which 
freeze into ice particles and cause the heater to mal
function. This condition is covered in paragraph 4-4, 
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Heating engines and cockpits are not the only uses for heaters. 
Frozen brakes must be thawed out before the plane can be moved. 

T. 0. 00-60B-1. To alleviate this condition external 
heat is applied to the heater pump located in the no e 
wheel well. This is accomplished during ground pre
heating operations. H eat thus applied precludes the 
possibility of ice formation within the pump and subse
quent non-operation of the cockpit heater in flight. 

"H eat is also applied to the heater regulator in the 
crew compartment. Sufficient heat to the referenced 
heater pump and heater regulator will in mo t ca es 
insure adequate operation of cockpit and cabin heaters 
during flight. This command requires that heater regu
la tors be removed and cleaned at each intermediate 
inspection. The application of heat in the nose wheel 
well also provides adequate warm tempera tures for 
cockpit and crew compartment. 

"Engine covers installed a 263 property on C-47, 
C-54 and C-82 aircraft are con idered too bulky and 
stiff for installation at low temperature . Cowling ex
cluders are con idered more efficient for u e in preheat
ing engines and are being locally manufactured. Pro
visions have been incorporated in the excluder for 
a ttachment of a heater duct from ground heaters. This 
type excluder also prevents blowing snow from accumu
lating inside the engine nacelle. 

"Little difficulty has been experienced with the freez
ing of brakes in our Northern operation . However, 
when this condition existed it was found that in mo t 
cases dust seals were not installed on the wheels. These 
seals help prevent blowing now from accumulating on 
the brake assembly and freezing. NEAC SOP requires 
that all C-54 aircraft operating in the northern regions 
of this command be equipped with dust seals. 

"Ice accumulation and the sub equent blocking of en
gine vent lines ha resulted in ruptured engine oil supply 
tanks on C-54 aircraft with a resultant engine fai lure on 
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When the time comes, our bombers cannot be prevented from accom
plishing their mission because of cold weather. Get ready now. 

flights when the free ai r tempera ture is -30 degrees F 
and below. In all cases it has been noted that the 
affected aircraft engine vent lines protruded approxi
mately three to six inches beyond the engine cowling. 
To date, no like incident has occurred on aircraft with 
vent lines protruding not more than one inch from the 
engine cowling. It is recommended that all engine ven t 
lines be kept as short as possible." 

PREVENT WINTER A.cc10ENT5 
• Slow up Your taJCi speed. 

• Colt for a tu "f L 

g ' You uelieve conditions ore 
not safe for taJCiing. 

• o ••. , ......... ,.. ..,.,., •• '••i. 
• Use brakes With caution. 

• Watch for snowbanks d•·r1"n9 I 
o s and taJCiing. 

ff 

.. Ondings, take-
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Present. • Remove alt frost ice and z I 
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.P one before taking off. 
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• Avoid '••ding ••d '•king •ff •n "••h 
ered runways. cov-
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• R ••• ,, , ••.•• , •. Of '••d······ .•• ,., , ...... , • Ch . 

•ck NorA.,s ••d b,,., '"""•II ••d >••• crew thoroughly for each flight. 
• Be careful. 



Courage helps when you're downed in ice and snow country, but it isn't 
enough. There are things you've got to know if you want to stay alive. 

I SOME RESPECTS, Arctic surviva l is a good deal 
like boxing. You've got to be able to roll with the 
punches. The man who stands up straight and takes his 
blows on the chin , relying on brute strength to with-
tand the punche and fin a lly overcome his opponent is 

to be admi red for his courage. But, in boxing, courage 
ometimes i not enough . In cold weather survival, it 
eldom i enough. 

Actually, the term "Arcti c Survival" is a bit mislead
ing. True, the procedures known by that tag were 
developed primarily for Arctic a reas. However, most of 
them will also apply to many other place on the globe, 
including a number in the United States . Every winter, 
bitter co ld spells invade some of our northern sta tes 
and below zero weather hangs on for days or weeks. It 
is no less es ential for pilots who fly over such area to 
be well versed in "Arctic" survival procedures than it i 
for pilots who fly in Ala ka. Possibly, the chances are 
better in the ZI for a speedy re cue, but the chances are 
also good that there will be plenty of time to freeze to 
death before rescue is effected. 

The Air Force operates a number of survival school 
for its a irmen. These school take anywhere from two 
day to two weeks to present their in truction. It i not 
po sible to give you the full treatment here. For exam
ple, a book could be written on just the one subject of 
obtaining food-another on preparing a helter. 

Generally speaking, there are three major point to 
winter survival; they are helter, warmth and food. 
There i another which is all important, but which has 
little to do with physical urvival and usually becomes 
a factor only after the survivor has been downed for a 
comparatively long period of time- that is mental 
health. After several day this may become a real 
problem. 
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The following tip on cold weather survival apply 
ju t as much to cold weather area of a dozen different 
parts of the globe where USAF pilots fly as they do to 
Alaska. M aybe one of them may save your life. 

Your first important action will be your decision to 
crash land your plane or bail out. If po sible, you hould 
era h land because there are several way in which you 
can use the ai rplane to advantage, even though it may 
not be in shape to fly again. Of cour e, there are ome 
thing which may force you to use your chute. If the 
terrain is too rugged, if it is night, or if your plane is on 
fire, for example, you would undoubtedly bail out, even 
knowing that you are throwing away a good aid to ur
vival in your airplane. 

While we're on the subject of yo ur plane, let's ju t 
have a look at the ways in which it can help you stay 
alive. First of a ll there is the old reason probably known 
to everyone in the Air Force . .. the airplane will be 
much easier for searcher to see from the air than you 
yourself would be. And that's a very good rea on. It's 
a lso a tip to you to stay with your plane unles you 
know pretty posi tively that you're bettering your itua
tion by leaving it. 

But there are other rea ons for crash landing if it is 
possible to do so with some assurance of safety . Your 
pla ne will have oil, and possibly gasoline, that you can 
drain out and u e for fuel to keep warm. (This i a good 
place to mention that it' a good idea to carry several 
packet of matches with you on every flight you make. ) 
In most area , there will be wood nearby which you can 
use for fire. But there won't always be, and in any case, 
the oil or ga oline will make it easier to start a wood fire. 
Also, burning oil makes a den e black smoke which 
would attract the attention of earchers quite readily. 

The plane itself doe n't make a very cozy shel ter and 
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you should not plan on trying to live in it if it is a t all 
po sible to construct any of everal other types of tem
porary "housing." But parts of the plane can be used 
to advantage in building a shelter, in making tools, in 
ignaling, and in a number of other ways which are 

u ually covered in survival manuals available to a ll fly
ing crewmembers. Your radio, for example, may still 
be working after a crash landing. And a radio can 
make rescue a imple matter. 

So the word is-if you have a choice- choose a crash 
landing over a bailout. Then tay with your plane un
les there i a good rea on for leaving it. It takes a 
mighty good reason, too! 

Your parachute is another life saver when you're 
down in snow and ice country. It has many u es. The 
parachute can be u ed for: 

• Clothing ; mukluk boots, puttees, neck and face 
cloths, eye shields, hats, handkerchiefs, scarfs. 

• Shelter; blankets, bed rolls, tents, lean-tos. 
o Hunting and fishing equipment ; sling hots, snares, 

fish hooks and lines, fish seines and nets. 
• Fir t a id; li tter , splints, bandages, dressings a nd 

slings may easily be made. 
• Travel packs ; if you've decided for some good rea

son to start walking, you can make a very serviceable 
back pack of your chute. 

• Miscellaneous ; there are other miscellaneous items 
uch as sails, awnings, snowshoes-even blackjacks- for 

which your parachute can be used. 
The parachute may come in very handy for many 

things be ides getting you safely to the ground in 
bailouts. 

R egarding how to build a shelter and how to obtain 
food , if you have any frontiersman instincts a t a ll or 
even if you were once a good Boy Scout, your problems 
may be eased considerably. The subjects of helters and 
food are treated in any good surviva l manual and a l o 
in numerous books and other publications. They should 
be tudied. 

Tarpaulins or parachutes may be us ed to make a tent or paratee
pee which will serve a s good windbreak . Here is one type of tent. 
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As mentioned before, parts of your plane may be 
used to build a shelter. A good shelter may be con
structed under the wing of the plane, u ing the wing 
a a roof. Even your enemy, the snow, can be used to 
advantage in building a "house." Any tree or wood 
available and your parachute make the task much 
impler. 

Obtaining food is made much ea ier if you are 
equipped with a gun and fishing tackle. If not, you 
may have to depend upon nares, improvised fishing 
tackle (which can be made from your parachute lines 
and ripcord pins ) a nd whatever yo u may be able to find 
in the way of edible roots, herbs, etc. There a re numer
ous written ources of findir•g out, in advance of the 
emergency of cour e, just what i and i not edible. One 
warning is that you should not eat snow if it is possible 
to melt it first . Snow just makes you thirstier a nd also 
is rough on your mouth. If you have your choice of 
snow or icicles, melt the icicle because you get more 
for your fire. 

Fire is a ll important in cold weather survival. Before 
anything else is said, let's repeat the warn ing : always 
carry plenty of matches. Carry them in your survival 
kit and also in your pockets. A lighter, with extra flints, 
is a l o a handy gadget to carry because it will h elp you 
to save your matches . If you've crash landed your 
plane, yo u can u e gasoline from the tanks as ligh.ter 
fluid. You can waterproof your matche by covenng 
them with paraffin which also makes them burn longer. 

Men of Arctic Survival School in Alaska try their hand at making 
an igloo; it ' s good she lter but the beg inner may be wasting time. 

The Esk imo ' s " house of snow" is inex pe nsi ve but ha rd to bu il td . 
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What not lo do . Your airplane is a survival a id ; you should not leave it unl ess you know positi vel y tha t you will hel p you rs elf. 

Scra tch the paraffin off the match head before triking. 
If a waterproof container is available, that's the place 
for matches. 

There is a real art to preparing your fuel for burning. 
First a dry, straight branch hould be split into thin 
piece with the grain, then with a harp knife shave long 
thin shaving to a point an inch or two from the end so 
that the shaving are not eparated from the piece. 
When properly done, a large cluster of curled havings 
attached together a t the base will re ult, and two of 
the e held in one hand and lighted will easily start a 
fire. Thi " torch" i u ed to ignite mall dry pieces of 
kindling which in turn lights larger pieces of wood until 
you have a strong blaze. Gasoline from your airplane 
make firebuilding imple. 

If you do not have matches or a lighter to start a fire, 
don't give up. There are other way of firebuilding 
which have been u ed for thou and of years. Stone, 
steel or magnifying gla e can be u ed. Any good Boy 
Scout can show you how. 

ot the least of your problem may be one which 
lie in your own mind. You have to fight against losing 
the will to live. 

There have been many cases of crew forced down in 

Stones ma lce th e best fir eplace, bu t if non e a re a round you have 
to use w hat is a v:i :labl e. Even your cne:ny, 1he snow, can help . 

the Arctic and getting past all the initial hard hip but 
gradually cracking up mentally as their hopes for re cue 
wane from day to day. 

Loneline s, a feeling of helplessness, boredom, worry 
and the inability to satisfy completely such phy ical 
need a hunger and thir t are a ll unseen enemies which 
you must fight again t. The weapon you have to u e 
in thi fight are activity, ingenuity, humor, a fighting 
spirit and sometimes faith. 

Probably the best of these weapon is well directed 
action because it not only aids in your mental fight, but 
al o helps to improve your phy ical situation . After a 
few days of Arctic loneliness, ucces in naring a rabbit, 
fixing: up a more comfortable shelter, rigging up a ig
naling device-almo t anything you accomplish will 
give a great mental lift. Set yourself mall task which 
will keep you busy and help to pass the time until you 
are re cued. 

Don' t lo e track of the days. K eep a record of time 
even if you have to do it by scratching on a mall tick 
or by putting a pebble in a p cial pocket each day. It 
may not seem important now, but you can draw com
fort just from knowing whether it i Monday, Friday or 
Sunday. If you have a watch, take good care of it. 

Your mental problems won't be o bad if you are 
down with a crew and have omeone with whom to talk 
and hare the chore . Work up ong se ion , a ign 
everyone pecific dutie -you might even hold religious 
erv1ces. 

Watch yourself and your crew for signs of m ental 
crackup . If you can figure out what is your greatest 
mental hazard, perhaps a solution may suggest it elf 
to you. 

When you are down in snow and ice country, you can 
bet that thing aren't going to be soft. You'll have a 
rugged li fe just staying alive. But you can stay alive. 
It's been done before . .. many time . And one thing 
you can be mighty sure of i that your Air Force will 
lo e no time in getting out the earch parties. Your 
chances are good. 
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Have you noticed recently that 
the days are getting shorter and that 
there is a snap to the air that wasn't 
there a couple of week ago? A ure 
sign that winter is getting closer 
every day. 

Sound reasonable, doesn't it, that 
now is the time to start thinking 
about winter and its effect on you, 
your outfit and on everything that 
it takes to keep your outfit a going 
concern. Whether you're in Alaska, 
Greenland, Rapid City, S. Dak., or 
M emphis, T enn., it will have ome 
effect on your operations and the 
degree of the effect is entirely de
pendent upon you and your knowl
edge of what to expect and what to 
do about it. 

The Air Force has come a long 
way in improving the low tempera
ture operability of our airplanes and 
the equipment you need to keep 
them flying, but in the process it has 
become more and more apparent 
that the key to success or fai lure 
rests entirely on you and your ability 
to grasp the significant factors which 
remove low temperature operation 
from the usual routine. You don't 
have to be a blood relative of the 
early Arctic explorers or qualify as 
a sourdough to appreciate the rigors 
of temperature. You don't have to 
suffer personally from frostbite or 
low temperature exposure to know 
that you want no part of it. The e 
things you know because you've 
read or heard of them at some time 
or another, but do you know just 
how reduced temperatures will oth
erwise affect your particular job in 
the overall team effort? 

If you don't, it might be wise to 
get across to you the fact that one 
of the most important products of 
the low temperature testing pro
gram is the development and accu
mulation of procedures information, 
which, like all other information, is 
of no practical value unless it is 
used and used to advantage. Pecu
lia r operational and maintenance 
techniques are developed and ex
panded continually as a phase of the 
low temperature test program. Sur
vival information expands with the 
completion of each test season. This 
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is the type of information you 
should use to advantage during the 
coming winter season. 

A continuous program is in effect 
to provide you with this type of 
information through the medium of 
Technical Order publications which 
are constantly revised to reflect the 
latest available information. 

The Pilot's H andbook, the "D ash 
One" (-1) Technical Order in any 
particular aircraft series, usually 
contains a complete section on ex
treme weather operation. This sec
tion, which is not limited to just the 
low temperature problem, gives per
tinent and specific information on 
procedures peculiar to operation of 
a particular type of aircraft in low 
temperatures. The critical tempera
ture where preheat is required, time 
dilution charts, time preheat charts, 
peculiar starting procedures and 
many other items which can be used 
and used effectively in the operation 
of the aircraft at low temperatures 
are contained in this section. 

The Erection and Maintenance 
H andbook, the - 2 T echnical Or
der, has low temperature mainte
nance procedures cattered through
out. While this information is not as 
conveniently compiled as it is in 
Section 5 of the "Pilot's H andbook," 
it nevertheless is there, and it is 
equally as pertinent as an aid in 
reducing m aintenance troubles by 
the application of effective preven
tive maintenance procedures. Fa
miliarization and compliance with 
the servicing and lubrication re
quirements for low temperatures 
will go a long way in keeping your 
aircraft off the Ii t of those requir
ing major maintenance. 

The Inspection Requirements 
H andbook, the - 2 T echnical Or
der, outlines those little extras, over 
and above those things you're nor
mally required to do, which must 
be done to insure safe operation at 
a reduced overall maintenance pen
alty when operations are being con
ducted under low temperature con
ditions. It might seem peculiar to 
you that more inspection items are 
added (which takes more time) and 
till a reduction in the overall main-

tenance penalty is claimed. You will 
find , however, that it takes a lot 
less time to wipe a shock strut pi ton 
to remove an ice accumulation than 
it does to replace a leaking hydraulic 
packing which resulted because you 
didn't take the time to do what was 
originally a simple minor task. 

"Winterization Instructions and 
Check List" Technical Orders are a 
little different than most Technical 
Orders in that compliance is re
quired only when certain basic con
ditions are satisfied. These condi
tions are outlined in another Tech
nical Order, 00-60A-1, and for the 
majority of readers they are such 
that compliance with the "Winteri
zation Instructions and Check List" 
will not be required. H owever, even 
if your operations are such that 
compliance with the Winterization 
Instructions and Check List T ech
nical Orders is not required, these 
publications can be used to advan
tage. If considered as a reference 
manual, the - 7 T echnica l Order 
can be used to determine those sys
tems of the aircraft which should 
be subjected to a thorough func
tional check prior to the start of 
winter. 

The "H andbook of Instructions 
for Arctic Operations," Technical 
Order 00-60B-1 , is a n almanac of 
hints on low temperature operation, 
effect of temperature on humans, 
Arctic crash survival, and many 
other items ranging from how to 
catch a rabbit to how to preheat a 
B-36. 

A ready index to these and many 
other publications bordering on the 
subject of winter operations is con
tained in T echnical Order 00-60-
01, titled "List of Applicable Pub
lications, Operation and Mainte
nance of Aircraft and Equipment 
under Cold Weather Conditions." 

In the few days left before the 
first icy snap, take a close look at 
some of these publications. See if 
you can't use some of the informa
tion to help you get your job done 
better and quicker. If this data is 
put to use during the coming win
ter, you and the Air Force will 
benefit. 
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w HEN YOU GO FL YING in the wintertime, do 
you expect ice? You should, because pilots who don't 
expect it and therefore aren't prepared for it are the 
ones mo t likely to get into trouble when ice is encount
ered . So expect ice in your winter flying, look for it . . . 
and be ready for it. 

To be ready for ice, there are many things you mu t 
know. But when you are ready for it, you are ready for 
the pilot's greatest in-flight winter enemy. 

Each type of airplane pre ents different problems in 
icing and for many of them the corrective procedure 
are different. You should read up on the T ech Order 
concerning the particular types of airplanes you fly. 
Meanwhile, here are some general observations on the 
subject of icing. · 

Icing m,ay be anticipated whenever there is visible 
moisture in the air near or below freezing temperature 
--except in the case of carburetor icing which may 
oc,cur, as you are aware, at summer temperatures with 
no visible moisture present. 

SURFACE ICE 

This flying hazard is predominant in cumulus cloud 
and especially heavy in cumulonimbus clouds. Icing 
will also build up quite rapidly in stratus and strato
cumulus· c\oud formations along fronts. The stratus 
formation will usually cause rime ice as the water drop
lets are small. This condition, however, is changed when 
rain is falling from above through a stratus layer or 
when turbulence is present. Clear ice i found in the 
cumulo-type cloud as its turbulence has a tendency to 
build a larger supercooled droplet . Heavy icing is found 
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in thi area due to the large concentra tion of moisture 
presen t in cumulo build-ups. 

Glaze or clear ice is formed by the freezing of a film 
of water which has pread over the aircraft, from the 
breaking of large supercooled rain drops. It is identified 
as clear, smooth and tran paren t. Clear ice is the mo t 
dangerou form. It builds out from the leading edge 
in a mushroom shape which poils the airfoil and there
fore decreases lift. 

Rime ice forms when droplets freeze without com
pletely breaking into a film of water. This gives it a 
rough, opaque, granular and porous appearance. Gen
erally, rime ice does not de troy the shape of the airfoil 
and can be removed easily from leading edges with 
pneumatic de-icing books. Rime, however, does have a 
tendency to stick just to the rear of the boot. Being 
rough, rime increases the drag and increases the stalling 
speed. 

Various combinations of the two might occur when 
flying through cloud formations of both the stratus and 
cumulus types of an occluded front. Besides its effect 
on lift, drag and stalling speed, surface ice, by its weight, 
increases the wing loading and displaces the center of 
gravity. By preventing the movement of control ur
faces, icing can cause a loss of control. 

Frost is a known hazard during winter operations, and 
it can be dangerous on takeoff, so be sure to brush it 
off wings and all urface , before tarting. Early sun 
will often melt it if the plane is in a position for the 
un's rays to hit the coated surfaces. But make sure 

that the airplane is clean because frost changes the 
lift and drag characteristics of the airfoil. 
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Icing is likely to occur below temperature inversions, 
along fronts, and over mountains. T emperature inver
sions, typical along a polar front, a re caused by a rela
tively warm air mass rising above sub-freezing polar air. 
Moisture falling from the upper warm air through the 
lower cold air cools to sleet, freezing rain , or snow, and 
usually forms clear ice. 

You can often avoid inversion icing by climbing into 
the warmer air. Continue to climb as long as tempera
ture increases. Level off when tempera ture stops rising, 
as there may be another icing layer above. In warm 
fronts, the over-running warm air may be above freezing 
in the lower levels, preventing icing in tha t region, but 
the upper portion of the cloud system may be cold 
enough to cause severe icing. 

In cold fronts, the presence of cumuliform clouds and 
the upward air movements that cause them are likely 
to cause clear ice formation. Although the cold fro nt 
formation i narrower than the warm front, icing is 
more severe because of the higher rate of accumula
tion . Icing i most frequent and most dangerous over 
mountains. 

Mountain ranges cause upward motion of air capable 
of supporting large droplets of moisture. With low tem
peratures, this results in clear ice. 

You will find the most severe ice above the crest and 
to the windwa rd side. Avoid turbulent areas. When you 
run into wet, sticky snow, climb above it to colder tem
peratures where the snow will not adhere so readily. Fly 
through an icing area fast. 

Try to remedy the situation by escaping from icing 
conditions-if possible, leave the region of icing before 
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Much has been learned about airpla ne icing , bo lh forma ti on and 
e limi na ti on , through an Ai r Force sponsored ice research program. 

using the de-icer boot, as there is a tendency for the ice 
to build up in ridges at the point where the boot ends 
if it is used for too long a period. 

Handling an iced airplane is essentially a matter of 
maintaining peed and a low angle of attack. The air
flow will continue to adhere to upper surfaces as long 
as the angle of attack remains small, but there is gen
erally a very abrupt and complete stall when you in
crease the angle of attack. In rough air, descend only 
if you have safe terrain clearance for IFR. In freezing 
rain, add power and climb as rapidly as possible, without 
increasing angle of attack any more than necessary, into 
a layer of warmer air. 

Don't Forget That Lifesaver-"The 180 !" 

PROP ICE 
Propeller icing may occur under the same conditions 

as surface icing. Propeller ice is especially dangerous 
because it decreases propeller efficiency by altering the 
blade profile and increasing the blade thickness. When 
ice is thrown from one or more of the blades, it causes 
excessive vibration and an unbalanced condition. The 
ice from the propeller is thrown off with such force 
that the B-29's on the polar flights must have armor 
plate on the fuselage oppo ite the propeller track to 
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prevent the piercing of the fuselage. 

Whenever you must fly during icing conditions, pre
vent ice formation on propellers, blades and spinners by 
using anti-icing solution or heat. To treat the blades, an 
electric pump, controlled by a rheostat in the pilot's 
compartment, pumps anti-icer fluid from a supply tank 
to a slinger ring from which it is distributed to the pro
peller blades. When you expect icing conditions on a 
flight, fill this tank before takeoff. About two quarts of 
fluid an hour will be sufficient to keep blades free. Sur
prisingly enough, the little ports through which this fluid 
flow ometimes become blocked by ice, making the sys
tem inoperative. Check the e ports before flight. 

Other aids to propeller anti-icing are: alcohol anti
icing by mean of rubber feed shoes; anti-icing pin
ner , usually rubber covered; and anti-icing solutions, 
applied to the dome, spinner and blade. A heating unit 
for the leading edge of the propeller blade (a rubber 
sheathing with an internal electric heating element) is 
being used now. The B-36 uses heated air ducted 
through the propeller blade. 

Propeller de-icing should also be used as an anti-icer, 
that i it should be turned on just before entering the 
icing zone so that the fluid will have an opportunity to 
cover the propeller thoroughly-thus ice will not stick. 

Often, it will take rpm vibration in addition to the 
fluid to shake the propellers clear. 

IT 'S NO SECRET: 

• Wing and fuselage ice has formed at tem
peratures as high as 40°F., but is usually heaviest 
between 15 and 32 degrees. 

• Wa ter conden ation in fuel tanks can freeze 
over the air vent and stop the flow of fuel. 

• Ice can form on spark plugs of a cold engine, 
making starting difficult. 

• Engine temperatures must be watched closely 
during letdowns, particularly if an inversion exists 
which may cause abnormal cooling. 

• If a hatch or other opening is left open when 
a plane is parked, air is allowed to circulate and 
this may prevent formation of frost on the inner 
side of windshields. 

• Brakes should be left off when airplanes are 
parked to prevent them from freezing in locked 
position. 

• As far as the health of pilots is concerned, 
exercise is even more important in winter than 
in summer. Watch the condition of your ears, nose 
and throat. Get an adequate diet of heat-produc
ing foods. 

• The stream of reports of accidents resulting 
from winter conditions can be cut to a trickle if 
you take heed. 

FLYING SAFETY 



Sometimes the things you can 't see are the most 
dangerous; and you can 't see carburetor ice. 

Out of hi bottomles bag of trick , old man weather 
pull none more in idious than hi year-'round-favorite, 
carburetor ice. 

There are five basic types of carburetor icing: im
pact icing, fuel vaporization icing, water vapor icing, 
throttle i ing and bleed pa sage icing. 

Impact icing is similar to the icing on the outer 
urface of the airplane, and i usually found on the 

impact tube, the carburetor creen, the mouth of the 
boo t venturi, or other carburetor protrusions. 

The effect of ice on the carburetor screen is a 
blocking off of the airflow which is the usual charac
teri tic by which carburetor icing i recognized. Icing 
of the impact tube or boo t venturi lean the carburetor 
mixture. 

It doesn't have to be cold for carburetor ice to form. 
Your air induction system has a very efficient ice 
manufacturing system which, rain or shine, needs only 
the proper conditions of air humidity and pre sure
temperature change to choke it elf with ice. Outside 
weather is not always the determining factor a we 
think of icing in term of freezing rain. 

Functioning much like the expansion valve of a re
frigerator with its own built-in ice plant, the carbu
retor can make the ice when the outside air tempera
ture are as high as 32°C. (90°F. ) and with a tem
perature and dewpoint pread a much as 12 ° . H ere's 
how it may be explained: 

Vaporization of the liquid fuel causes a lot of heat 
to transfer from the incoming air in order to vaporize 
the fuel, thereby re ulting in a drop in the tempera
ture of the air in the mixing chamber. Then, as the 
velocity of the air entering the ystem is increa ed in 
the carburetor venturi, it pres ure i decrea ed and a 
lightly lower temperature yet i obtained. Thi i in 

accordance with two of the basic laws of physics which 
state that the pressure in a venturi varies inversely 
with the velocity, and the temperature works with the 
pre sure. 

Fuel evaporization icing is extremely critical on air
craft who e carburetors incorporate fuel injection at 
a point within the venturi body on the carburetor. 
Such carburetor are u ed on the C-45 airplane ( P& W 
R-985 engine) and the T-6 (P&W R-1 340 engine) 
and on mo t liaison airplane engines. On the other 
hand aircraft having engines where the fuel is injected 
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directly in to the cylinder ( R-3350 engine ) or injected 
into the upercharger impeller (R-4360), icing due 
strictly to fuel evaporation is no longer a source of 
icing trouble. 

The evaporation of moisture which may be pre ent 
in the incoming air al o induce a cooling effect. 

aturally, the cooling effect from thi source is not as 
great a that produced by the vaporization of the fuel , 
except under certain condition - evere leet or heavy 
rain. 

Throttle icing- During part throttle operation an 
expansion of the air takes place when it passe through 
the throttle butterfly. This expansion is accompanied 
by a temperature drop. In the ca e of moi ture in the 
incoming air, this temperature drop can change the 
moisture to ice, with the re ultant icing either at the 
throttle butterfly valve or at some point past the valve. 

Bleed Pa age icing- In the inner working of the 
carburetor, there are many mall pas ages, drains, 
vent and bleeds ; some carry air and some fuel. Under 
some conditions it is possible to have an extremely cold 
fuel temperature where the cold fuel pa sing through 
the carburetor adjacent to an air passage will decrease 
the temperature of the air sufficient to precipitate and 
fre ze the moi ture contained in the air. Ba ed on ex
perience, it i known that mixture control bleed ice can 
form on any engine u ing pre ure type carburetors 
incorporating the mixture control bleed in the regu
lator ection. 

Under marginal condition mixture control bleed 
ice might be removed by using very high carburetor 
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01e ICE 
air temp ra tur s. However, under most ondition , uch 
ice cannot be removed even though the carburetor air 
temperature i increased to the maximum permissible 
va lue. Under these conditions it is nece a ry to lean 
manually to obtain norma l mixtures. M anual leaning 
should be u ed only in the cruise power range (except 
possibly in a erious emergency). It may be nece sary 
to lean back almost to the idle cut-off position to re
store full power conditions in ome ca e . 

In the Air Force, the primary means of combating 
carburetor ice is through the use of carburetor heat. 
I t i a continuous type of de-icing. It hould be re
membered that if the engine fails completely from 
carburetor icing, the source of energy for carburetor 
heat ri e i gone. Thi stresses the fact that preheat is 
essentially a preventive medicine and not a cure. When 
you are approaching known icing condition , select 
your preheat ahead of time and remain alert to your 

Th e ca rburetor of your airplane eng ine can manufacture ice even 
wh en weather is mild and sunny with no vi sible mo istu re in th e air. 
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responsibilities to the preheat sy tern. I 
Carburetor icing may be uspected if a gradual loss 

of power is noticed when all other conditions, such as 
altitude, airplane a ttitude, and engine control ettings 
remain con tant. Under mo t condition the forma tion 
of carburetor ice is a rela tively slow proce , and it 
is po ible for a pilot to increase throttle opening 
gradually in order to maintain con tant rpm and 
manifold pressure va lues without rea lizing that ice is 
forming. 

On reciprocating engines not employing manifold 
pre sure regula tor or exhaust turbos, a good te t for 
ca rburetor ice is the application of full carburetor heat 
for a few seconds while maintaining a constant throttle 
etting. U pon return ing the heat control to it original 
etting, note whether or not the manifold pressure 

has increased above that which was indicated prior to 
the applica tion of full heat. An increase in m anifold 
pres ure indicates carburetor ice wa present which 
had restri ted the pa sage of air into the engine. 

It should be remembered that aircraft incorporating 
a utomatic manifold pre sure regula tors or exhaust 
turbo regulators, or combinations of both, such as the 
B-50, C-119, C-97, F-51 , will not give the usual car
buretor icing indication as noted by manifold pressure 
decrea e or stuck throttle. 

In the case of icing where automatic controls are 
involved, the pressure ensing devices of the automatic 
controls will automaticall y increase the throttle and/ or 
the turbo boost to compen ate for any loss in manifold 
pres ure, due to the ice, with the net result that the 
pilot does not know what is happening unti l it's too 
la te. Therefore, on these airplanes, it is essential that 
fli ght crews anticipate icing conditions and u e anti
icing procedures. 

The best way to avoid carburetor ice i to maintain 
a little ca rburetor heat whenever conditions conducive 
to icing are pre ent. It should be remembered that 
heat application cau e ome los of power and in
crea ed fuel consumption which will affect your crui e 
control. 

If you get carburetor ice and application of full 
hea t fail s to remove it, emergency steps must be taken. 
If you have an alcohol anti-icing sy tern, use it imme
diately. If this also fails, there i one last measure to 
take : R eturn the heat control to "cold" and lean out 
the mixture until the engine begins to backfire. The 
backfiring may loo en the ice and blow it clear of the 
intake pa sages. High power etting are advi able, 
as some engine (R-2800 in the T-29, for example) 
will lip into idle cut-off without a murmur at cruise 
power ettings. 

It must be remembered that this is a dangerous pro
cedure and should be used only a a la t resort. The 
carburetor a ir heater door will be badly damaged if 
the heat ontrol i in any po ition except full old. Be 
p repared to enrich the mixture immediately and re
duce the throttle a engine power i regained. Then 
apply ufficient con tant heat to prevent further icing . 

FLYI N G S AFET Y 
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JETS and ICE 

High-speed jets operating at stratospheric altitudes 
rarely have the same type icing problem that confronts 
conventional aircraft. 

The most severe effect of jet engine icing, tests have 
hown, is the choking off of air flow through the engine 

and the resultant rise in turbine temperatures accom
panied by a loss in thrust. 

A rough rule of thumb is that there is a two per 
cent reduction in thrust for each one per cent lo s in 
inlet ( ram ) pressure. A one-pound pressure drop 
would cause approximately a 15 per cent decrease in 
thrust. Thru t lo ses would normally call for higher 
engine rpm, but higher rpm further increases turbine 
temperatures until the pilot is left " in an untenable 
position." 

You may recall that several months ago a number 
of jet fighters on a mass flight crashed or made emer
gency landings because the intake screens iced up, 
resulting in air sta rvation of the engines . This multi
accident occurred in an early summer month, and the 
pos ibility of recurrence in winter is much greater. T o 
prevent it happening again , in tructions were issued 
to remove intake screens from most jet fighters sta
tioned in the ZI. For overseas operations, removal of 
the creens wa left to the discretion of the commander 
concerned becau e other hazards might overbalance 
the danger of icing. 

The conditions under which this induction icing 
could most easily occur would be a combination of 
temperatu re below freezing and heavy moi ture in the 
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air. This could exist in any cumulus cloud associa ted 
with fronta l activity. But the condition is not nece -
sary, becau e such icing could also occur when no 
clouds exist and there is no visible moisture in the air. 
For its operation, the jet depends upon a ram air 
effe t which could cause icing whenever the tempera
ture and dewpoint are in proximity a t or near freezing 
tern pera tu res. 

Indications of induction icing are a loss of thru t 
and increa ed tailpipe temperature. Corrective action 
is retarding the throttle and leaving the icing area as 
quickly as possible. 

In future jet aircraft, anti-icing provisions and re
tractable intake screens will probably be standard, but 
for the present, removal of the screens where pos ible 
is the accepted treatment. 

J ets are not immune to icing of external surfaces. 
Severe ice, reported as up to five inches thick by the 
pilot, has been picked up in what was normally con
sidered a " light" meteorological condition. This is ex
plained by the tendency of the thinner wing and tail 
sections to coll ect a la rger than normal percentage of 
the super-cooled water encountered . It had formerly 
been thought that heat resulting from air impact and 
fri ction heating at higher jet speed might reduce or 
prevent ice accumulation. But apparently, the heat 
loss due to evapora tive cooling in clouds i more than 
uffi cient to compensate for dynamic heating and the 

ice can form readily under certain conditions. 
o severe contro l problem has been encountered as 



Above, a rrows ind icate po ints at which turboj et engines are most susce ptible to icing . Des igners a re at p rese nt deve loping methods of 
p reve nting ice formation in these area s a nd th e problem shou ld soon be e liminated . 

a result of external icing of jets although the pilots 
have reported mild sluggishness in the airplane's 
handling characteristics. Reduction in airspeed and 
large increases in stalling speeds due to the drag effect 
of the ice have been noted. 

Normally, jet operation i such that the plane would 
not have to remain in an icing area for any appre
ciable length of time. The above information on ex
ternal icing was gained during tests in which pilots 
sought out icing areas and purposely stayed in them 
to permit ice to build up so that its effects could be 
studied. In most ca es it is possible to leave the icing 
level before ice accumulation becomes of dangerous 
proportions. Meanwhi le, anti-icers are being devel
poed which hould solve the icing problem. 

Because of the densi ty of cold air, the thrust of the 
jets at very low outside air temperatures is greater 
than usual, and jet airplanes can take off at 98 per 
cent of normal takeoff power and still get off a thou
sand feet ooner than in moderate climates. 

Due to thaw conditions, cau ed either by the 
ambient temperatures or by preceding jet takeoff, 
the end of the runway occasionally becomes so icy 
that it is impossible to run up to full power before 
starting a takeoff roll. This is particularly objectionable 
in formation takeoffs. Releasing the brake when the 
leader reaches 80 per cent rpm (or sooner if nece -
sary ) and completing the final power and instrument 

check during the first two or three seconds of the 
takeoff roll has proved to be a fairly satisfactory solu
tion of this problem. 

D e pite all the precautions taken by ground and air 
crews during main tenance and preflight periods, there 
can still be windshield icing or frost formation if 
ground haze is present during the takeoff. Be ready 
to go on instruments at any time during the takeoff 
run and during the time it takes for the windshield to 
clear up. 

If conditions permit, taxi with sufficient rpm to 
cut in the generator, as low temperatures decrease 
battery output. 

Park at a 45 ° angle to the line of jet airplanes so 
that when you pull out, you won't blow slush and 
snow on the other airplanes. Also, move well forward 
from the line before starting a tu rn. 

Vision in jets is being taken care of by double glass 
with an air space. Hot air is ducted into this air space 
thereby melting the forming ice. There has been con
siderable trouble with cracked windshields due to 
switching on full heat at sub-zero temperatures. It is 
a suggested procedure that the heat be brought into 
the windshield air space by intermittently switching the 
ystem on . . . quite similar to the technique of 

"milking-up" flaps on a go-around. By ea ing the heat 
onto this very cold gla s there is far less chance of 
breaking it. 

Induction icing in jet airplanes is similar to carburetor icing in that v isi b le moisture is not necessary. Best procedu re is to get a good 
w eather briefing and avoid areas of low temperatures and h igh hum id ity; once ice has formed try to leave icing area . 



OIL DILUTION 

Why dilute engines? The an wer is simple. It' to 
in ure that fluid oil will be available for the next 
engine tart. In below freezing weather, undiluted oil 
may congeal with the result that fluid oil will not be 
available to provide lubrication when the engine is 
next started. 

Actually, dilution is merely the proces of adding 
ga oline from the fuel system to the engine oil. In 
some re pect , it is similar to adding alcohol to the 
water in the radiator of your car. The purpose, of 
cour e, is differen t. 

There are several precautions which you must keep 
in mind when diluting your engine . In the fir t place, 
engine should not be diluted when the oil tempera
ture is above 50°C. At uch times, the ga oline which 
i added to the oil merely evaporates so that you may 
a well have aved yourself the trouble of going 
through the diluting procedure. 

If the oil temperature gage reads too high, hut down 
your engine and wait for the temperature to drop 
below 40°C. Then restart and proceed with the dilu
tion. If the oil temperature again reache 50°C before 
you've completed the dilution, stop again, wait for the 
oil to cool, then restart and continue with the dilution. 
If two or more dilution period are required, the total 
time should be that required for your type airplane 
under the temperature conditions expected. 

Remember that after an oil ystem ha been diluted, 
you cannot determine by the usual visual inspection 
method how much oil is available in your airplane for 
the next flight. Gasoline has been added to the oil 
supply, and it will evaporate rapidly after the engines 
are next tarted and the oil temperature has ri en. Prior 
to the next flight, after extreme cold weather ha re
quired extensive dilution periods, it is a good idea, if 
the mis ion permits, to run the engine at normal tem
peratures for a much as a half hour to permit the 
exces fuel to evaporate. Then check the oil upply and 
add oil if necessary before taking off. This procedure 
not only as ures you of a ufficient supply of oil, but 
al o eliminates a cause of oil discharge through the 
breather and loss of oil pres ure during high power 
takeoff or operation. 
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If your airplane is equipped with full feathering 
Hamilton Standard propellers, which u e engine oil to 
operate, the propeller feathering switch hould be acti
vated during the last two minutes of oil dilution periods. 
When a drop of 400 rpm i observed, pull out the 
feathering button and allow the rpm to return to nor
mal. Repeat this procedure three times. If full feather
ing i not available, the prop pitch control hould be 
operated until a change of 400 rpm is noted. Thi , al o, 
is to be done three times. 

ormally, oil dilution is accompli hed at a tachom
eter reading between 1,000 and 1,200 rpm. 

T echnical Order No. 00-60B-1, In tructions for Arc
tic Operation, authorizes the use of other dilution pro
cedures which are found by experience to be more 
sati factory than the in truction given in thi and other 
"da h one" tech orders. Such procedure should be sent 
to H eadquarters, Air Materiel Command for evaluation 
and po ible incorporation in operating in tructions. 
Tech Order 00-60B-1 give the recommended dilution 
period for all Air Force reciprocating engine aircraft 
under varying temperature conditions. 

Dilution periods vary with the temperature which 
are expected during the time the engine will be shut 
down. Generally speaking, a three-minute period will 
suffice for temperatures between 4 and - 12 °C; 6 min
utes for -12 and -29 °C; and 9 minutes for tempera
tures between - 29 and -46° C. One minute of dilution 
should be added for each additional 5°C below -46. 
The e period , of cour e, are averages. The appropriate 
technical order should be considered for the exact dilu
tion requirements of the type airplane you fly. The 
point is that whenever low temperature are likely, you 
should give the tower a call before you shut off the 
engine, and a k for the lowest temp rature expected 
during the night or the time before the engines will next 
be started. Then you will know how much to dilute. 
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We are coming to another eason for the common 
cold. Although colds may plague some individuals at 
any time of year, they are much more common during 
the colder months, starting in full force in the Autumn, 
late September and during O ctober. Your chance of 
getting one or more cold this Fall are pretty good. 
You may have one now. It i a id that only one person 
in four goe through the winter without a cold ; how
ever, if you happen to be between the ages of twenty 
and thirty your chances for avoiding colds are better 
than average since during this prime period you are less 
ubject to colds than at any other period of your life. 

What causes this pestilence known as the common 
cold ? We may evasively tate that there are many dif
ferent causes responsible for initiating the common 
cold-or we may mugly say ( ince we admire a logical 
equence of even ts) that lowered resi tance allows a 

viru to invade the lining of the no e altering its normal 
defen e so tha t bacteria (alway present in the nose 
and throat ) can make a econdary invasion. The viru 
of the common cold is comparabl to parachute troops. 
As in war, the a ttack of the virus is of minor impor
tan e if unsupported. It does, however, prepare the 
ground for the main advan e of bacteria by destroying 
the fir t line of defense. The viru unsupported by these 
econdary invader i hort lived. 

Sin e bacteria and viru es a re u ually hanging around 
a ll the time, we mu t look to this " lowered resi tance" 
factor in an effort to prevent colds. General immunity 
to cold i often depressed when the body is subjected 
to udden temperature changes . Unaccustomed exposure 
of the body to cold and the wearing of wet shoes and 
clothing often precipitate colds. The factors of con ti
tutional fatigue and emotiona l strain are of importance 
as a prologue to the common cold. 

Although the cause of colds may present a compli
cated picture, we know that the common cold is highly 
communicable, and it spread is difficult to prevent 
among per on sharing the same room. During winter 
month indoor crowding presents ideal conditions for 

AH-CHOO! 
infective agents to be tran ferred rapidly from one per
son to another by sneezing, coughing and no e blowing. 

How can we prevent colds? 
If you could isolate yourself completely, you probably 

wouldn't get a cold. A famous explorer of the far orth 
says that in the Arcti c when mall partie are i olated 
from all other human being , their members will even
tually recover from whatever colds they may have h ad. 
H owever, when t\vo previously i olated groups meet, 
members of both will come down with cold and very 
likely everybody will catch them. 

If you remained constantly under the pro tection of 
ultra-violet disinfecting lamps you might avoid a cold. 
Babie in hospital nur eries have been successfully pro
tected by the e lamps. 

Since it i unlikely that you can do either of these 
two things, the most effective m easures left are: 

• R educe to a minimum contact with crowd . 

• Avoid people with colds. 

• Avoid rapid temp rature changes. 

• W ear ample clothing and warm dry shoes. 

• Get a moderate amount of exercise. 

Spraying the no e and throat and gargling with 
antiseptics are usually ineffective in preventing a cold. 
The highly adverti ed upplemental vitamins and cold 
vaccines both oral and hypodermic have que tionable 
value in reducing the number of cold . 

It appears now, a you knew from experience all 
a long, that you're almost bound to have a cold thi 
winter; so the next question is, "What is the proper 
trea tment ?" 

An old English medical book humorou ly advocated 
the following therapy, to be instituted at the first inkling 
of a head cold, "To hang one's hat on the bed post, 
drink from a bottle of good whisky until two hat 
appear, and then get into bed and stay there." 

The only part of the above pre cription known to be 
effective i the advice, "get into bed and stay there." 
R e t in bed i the most ane and effective measure dur
ing the early stage of a common cold. This will dimin
ish the everity of th cold, limit its spread, and reduce 
the chance for the development of more serious in
fection . 

If you are, however, one of the million of people 
who pride them elves on thei r abi lity to drag around 
"wid a dold " uncomfortable and a menace to a ll friends 
and enemies, don' t fly! The barometric pressure changes 
with flight may cau e severe sinu or ear infections 
which will keep you grounded for a long time. Remem
ber that ear and inus difficulty are the most frequent 
complaints of all pilot and crewmen with cold . Your 
best bet is to avoid a cold. A high con titutional re-
istance means a low cold incidence. 

FLYING SAFETY 





if check points are scarce and the ground speed and/or 
the track is much different than expected. H ence, the 
need for this first check point to be close in. 

To take advantage of this simple and effective 
method of navigating, the pilot must pre-compute 
reasonably accurate magnetic headings and true air 
speed. Approximate drift correction can be determined 
by checking wind direction relative to the true course 
and applying a few degrees correction into the wind. 
In flight, follow through in adj usting the heading by 
reference to the check points in a manner similar to 
following course on a radio range leg. 

In determining ground speeds and ET A's the SOP 
is to work with knots and nautical miles. In preflight 
planning before the ground speed can be determined, 
true air speed must be computed. For this purpose an 
approximation can be made. Estimate a ground speed 
by approximating the headwind or tailwind component 
of the predicted wind. If the wind is practically a head
wind, subtract its velocity from the true air speed to 
get ground speed. Conversely, if the wind is approxi
ma tely a tai lwind, add its velocity to the true air speed 
and find ground speed. In a near calm or with cro s
winds, the ground peeds will not be appreciably dif
ferent from the true air speed. With quartering winds, 
the head or tailwind component can be estimated and 
applied to the true air speed. 

After computing the ground speed and figuring ET A's 
to the selected check points, the pilotage mission is ready 
to begin. The next objective is to determine how well 
the predicted ground peed and heading i holding up 
by comparing the ETA's and ATA's a t the primary 
check points and adjusting the subsequent ET A's from 
errors noted at those first few check points. 

The selection of appropriate check points is impor
tant, but selections will vary, depending upon winter 
weather, visibility, terrain features, and the abundance 
of vi ible cultural features. For example, over snow
covered terrain the selection would not include streams 
or feeder roads, but rather main arterials, towns, promi
nent peak , and cities, with beacon , light lines, etc., 
used at night. Even these check points may be ob
scured or barely visible. Hence, there is a need in 
winter flying for detailed preflight planning and accu
rate computations. 

It i desirable that these check points be the type 
that extend perpendicular to the track or a t least be 
visible from several mile off either side of the course. 
If the plane ha drifted very far off course the pilot
navigator may mi s le s prominent check points alto
gether. 

Good pilotage procedure requires full use of radio 
aids. R adio range bearings and single and multiple 
station fixes are as much a part of navigation as the 
pencil itself. The danger lies in total dependence on 
radio aid . If your radio contact is lost, you are lost. 

JET AIRCRAFT 
avigation in jet planes differs in that it's more 

exacting, faster and higher work. The main thing is 
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to know position at all times. K eeping oriented and 
having the position pin-pointed constantly will do more 
than anything else in keeping the pilot out of a winter 
predicament. 

According to one jet fighter pilot, successful naviga
tion for a jet mission begins before the wheels leave 
the runway. Preflight planning is again of paramount 
importance and one of the fir t steps is adequate 
briefing by the operations officer or flight leader out
lining what the pilot is to accompli h. 

Since jets fly higher, at cruising altitudes the jet pilot 
ha stronger winds to contend with and has a dimmer 
view of a checkpoint that is prominent at 10,000 feet. 

FLYING SAFETY 
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This calls for a thorough familiarization of the route 
to be flown . For pilotage, unusual terrain features 
should be noted. The radio aids to navigation along 
the way should be studied in detail- and the NOT AMS 
checked. 

Some pilots advise writing down the frequencies and 
call signs of range and large commercial radio stations 
that are on, or nearby, the proposed line of flight, and 
then slipping these notes into the right glove for ready 
reference. For quick reference, put a paper clip on the 
page or pages to be consulted in the Radio Facility 
chart, the U . S. Radio Data and Flight Information 
Manual, and the Instrument Letdown and Low Ap-
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proach M anual. Don't, however, clutter and confuse 
the mind with too many things. A clear, concise digest 
is better. 

The jet plane should be preflighted with great 
a ttention- and more important- after the engine is 
started, a ll of the comm unications equipment should be 
checked thoroughly. I t's far better to find out on the 
ground tha t the radio compass or a receiver isn't work
ing than to tune it in in flight a t over 600 mph and ex
pect it to show the quick way home. 

With great speed being one of the jet pilot's specific 
p roblems in regard to navigation, it is apparent that 
flying through the sky at 8 to 10 miles a minute leaves 
no time for the pilot to figure things slowly. Calcula
tions must be rapid and accurate and they must be 
m ental due to the inconvenience of drawing new course 
lines on charts, using the E-6B and flying the plane. 

For in tance, one jet jockey's mental method of com
puting groundspeed on the climb is to add or subtract 
the prevailing windspeed a t two-thirds the cruising alti
tude. That is, when computing the groundspeed on a 
climb to, say, 30,000 feet, the existing wind at 20,000 
feet is added to or subtracted from the climbing T AS. 

Or for a course interception, use the following rule 
of thumb. Flying a jet, a pilot leaves an eastern base 
for a destination 600 miles to the north. After flying 
300 miles he finds that he has goofed off and is some
thing like 50 miles west of the desired track. So, how 
many degrees to the right should he correct to intercept 
his original course at the destination ? 

One way would be for him to turn 60 or 90 degrees 
to the right and intercept his original course-but that 
would use up too much fuel. Instead the pilot might 
use the often-used formula of taking the.miles off course, 
multiply them by six, and divide that by one-tenth of 
the distance flown . This formula is then further applied 
for the distance left to fly and the answers are added 
for the total number of degrees to correct in order to 
arrive at the destination. 

Another approximation rule used in allowing for time 
lost during the climb to cruising altitude, is to add one 
mile per 1,000 feet of climb to the distance from the 
point of departure to the first check point, and using 
this distance as the basis for computing the ET A. 

Salient points in adequate pilot navigation are : 

• Careful, complete, preflight computation, including 
ET A's to appropriate check points. 

• Follow the flight plan in the air, adjust the head
ing and ET A's in flight to remain close to course and 
develop accurate ET A's to subsequent check points. If 
the flight plan and flying regula tions are rigidly ad
hered to and coupled with good reasoning, the pilot
navigator, can never be accused of navigation negligence. 
Failure to prepare and use a flight plan in winter flying 
is not an indication of superior skill, ability and experi
ence, but only an indication of negligence, carelessness 
and laziness . 
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Just like learning to utilize the footgear type of "bed
slats," handling planes equipped with ski type landing 
gear demand much study and practice on the part of 
USAF throttle-jockies to master thoroughly the tech
nique and performance of single and multi-engine ski
plane operations. 

Primarily, for the pilot, this ski-plane technique must 
be based on three factors; that is, he must be familiar 
with the effect of wind and of different types of snow 
and he must be able, while still in flight, to "read the 
snow condition" on the ground. 

In the air there is little difference between ski type 
and conventional aircraft, but on the ground the ski 
planes have advantages over the conventional type. 
They can be landed on snow or ice and, in an emer
gency, on slush. They can take off or land along a 
curved course. H owever, they must be handled with 
extreme caution on the ground because of the lack of 
brakes and their forward and la teral lack of control a t 
low speeds. 

Evidence of this lack of control during ground opera
tions is illustrated by this taxi accident 9f a ski-equipped 
DeH avill and Beaver. At a Far Northern base the pilot 
landed the Beaver and taxied to the end of the runway 
to let off two passengers. While clearing the area after 
the passengers had de-planed, the airplane suddenly 
swerved to the left and started across the runway. 

Realizing he could not control the movement of the 
single-engined plane, the pilot cut the power. After the 
engine was stopped the plane slid off the runway with 
the prop striking a runway light which caused minor 
damage to the plane. 

Although the Beaver landed in calm wind and was 
equipped with runner-type ski, there were no an ti-skid 
type skegs, (runner projections). This type of ski is 
sui table for soft snow operations, but is almost uncon
trollable on hard-packed snow and icy runways. 

Making turns during ground operations with a multi
engine plane, like the SC-4 7 ( ki-equipped ) type of air
craft, is a matter of technique in the coordination of 
power and rudder controls and requires a lot of practice. 
The amount and use of power, of course, depends on 
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the wind and extent of tum desired. 

As worked out by experienced ski-pilots flying the 
SC-47 under various types of snow and winter condi
tions, here are some SOP's and take-off techniques for 
flying the "gooney-bird on bed slats." 

THE PRE-FLIGHT CHECK 
• Check all hydraulic lines for leaks. 

• Check underside of skis for worn through or weak 
spots. 

• Check buffer blocks on the rear underside of skis 
for wear. 

• Check ski controls for up an d down travel. If skis 
do not fully extend or retract, do not take off. 

• When working off concrete or asphalt runway, tie 
the rear of the skis up. 

For operations on smooth, hard-packed snow or even 
loose, shallow snow on top of ice, line up into the wind, 
if po sible, and apply forty inches of m anifold pressure 
with the prop control in maximum RPM. 

With power on, controlling the ski plane on the take
off run is SOP. As the plane gains speed, rudder control 
is gained along with increased maneuverability, which 
gives the pilot the opportunity of making curved take
offs. Only the condition of the snow affects the length 
of the takeoff run . Sticky snow will increase the run, 
while dry snow or iced surfaces permit a hort run. 

Hold the plane in a tail-low attitude until" airborne 
and then level off to gain criti cal single-engine airspeed . 
Only then should the ski control be placed ·. in the UP 
position. As soon as sufficient airspeed is built up to 
cause the ski to fly or make the airfoil on the rear of 
the ski effective, the landing gear should be retracted. 

If the skis are not " flying" it is possible to damage 
the oil cooler or engine nacelle by retracting the gear 
too soon. 

For takeoffs on rough, hard-packed snow or rough 
ice, line up into the wind. If the wind is not too strong 
and the snow is wind-packed in drifts, make the line up 
parallel to the drifts which usually follow a definite 
pattern made by prevailing winds. This decision, 
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though, is left up to the pilot. With power applied, the 
aircraft wi ll be held in a tail-low attitude with the tail 
held high enough to cut the drag caused by the tail 
wheel. A fifty mph indicated airspeed i reached, one
half fl aps should be lowered. This will cause the air
craft to become airborne quite abruptly and caution 
must be used in lowering the nose of the aircraft as 
soon as possible. 

If this precaution i not taken, it is quite possible 
to lose con trol of the aircraft in this semi- tailed condi
tion and lowering more than half-flap will not aid the 
SC-47 in becoming airborne any sooner. As soon as the 
aircraft is definitely airborne, put the ski control in the 
up position and milk up the flaps. 

As soon a the flaps are up retract the landing gear 
and reduce power to the desired climb settings. It 
should become quite apparent after a ttempting a takeoff 
on rough snow or ice that a takeoff under these condi
tions is quite hard on the aircraft. Consequently, the 
be t method to use is the one which gets the aircraft 
off as oon as is safely possible. 

In making a high-altitude takeoff from rough or 
smooth snow, the technique will be the ame as for a 
rough snow or ice takeoff. 

SKI LANDING TECHNIQUE 

Before making a normal landing, fly over the in

tended area of set-down and locate the smoothest ec
tion which can be used practically. Try to locate the 
wind direction and estimate the approximate velocity. 
If necessary, drop a .moke grenade and determine the 
wind direction. As oon as these factors have been 
determined, a landing can be made. A common SOP 
here is to select a point on the snow or ice to use in 
making the approach, the same as in a normal runway 
landing. If there i no point of visual reference on the 
snow or ice and the horizon is hard to define, it m ay 
be necessary to drop something from the plane to use 
as a visual reference for a landing point. 

The landing approach should be made with power, 
with the propellers in the high RPM position during the 
la t two hundred feet of the final approach. All ski 
landings should be made three point to avoid snubbing 
the skis and cut down on the landing slide. Unless the 
now or ice condition is known to be hard a nd smooth. 

more than one-quarter fl aps should not be used due to 
the pos ibility of damaging the flaps. 

In making landings under low visibility and without 
a visual reference in the landing area, star t an instru
ment approach from 500 feet into the foreca~.t mrface 
wind. Then maintain a three-hundred-foot a minute 
rate of descent until reaching an altitude of 300 feet. 
At this time the rate of descent should be lowed to 150 
feet per minute. This rate of descent can be held until 
reaching an altitude of 100 feet. At this time the ra te 
of descent on final hould be ::bout 50 feet per minute. 

The a ttitude of the aircraft a t this poin t shou ld bl' 
no e high. A cros check can be made throughout the 
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approach with the radio a ltimeter. At about 50 feet 
altitude, vi ual con tact should be m ade and the aircraft 
should be flown onto the snow or ice urface in a three
point a ttitude. Upon touchdown the power can be cut 
back and the con trol column pulled into the full-back 
po ition to complete the ski-landing. 

TAXIING 

All taxiing may be done with the skis in the down 
position, however, on some surfaces it i more practica l 
to retract the skis. Cross winds will offer no major prob
lem with the skis in the down po ition an d with the u e 
of differential power. 

UNSTICKING SKIS 

In the event the skis freeze to the urface the method 
of unsticking them will be determined by the surface 
on which the aircraft is resting. If the surface is ice and 
has a thin layer of snow on it, i. e., not more than one 
foot, the skis may be un tuck by retracting them. If the 
snow is deep and soft, it will be neces ary to dig out 
from under the wheel and place a piece of steel pierced 
plank matting under the wheel. After this is done, the 
snow may be dug out and the ski freed. 

With this ski inslallation , pilot can choose eithe r wheels or skis. 

When skis become fro zen to surface, they may be loosened by re
tract ing them; alte rnative is to dig snow out from under them . 



did you 
There is often a thin coat of ice 

under the fluffy blanket of snow 
which has accumulated on the wings 
of your plane. Don't depend on the 
snow blowing off during takeoff, 
even the light kind, and check for 
ice. Falling snow sticks at tempera
tures above 10 ° F. It also forms a 
coat of ice between 32 and - 10 °F. 

De-icers, when on during the 
takeoff or landing, act as poilers. 
They should not be turned on dur
ing this period. 

T emperature inversions, in which 
ground air may be 15 to 30 degrees 
cooler than at altitude, are common 
during winter months. When letting 
down in cold weather, be careful to 
keep engines warm during the de
scent. This change of temperature 
near the ground also accounts for 
wing icing on the approach or after 
takeoff during the climb out. 

* ~ * 
"Whiteout" is a common polar 

phenomenon. T o a lesser degree it 
may occur in any snow covered ter
rain. This deceptive "milkiness" has 
caused experienced pilots to think 
that they had plenty of altitude and 
to inadvertently make con tact with 
the ground, with the usual results. 
Be on the lookout for this condition 
where the sky and land blend to
gether. When it is even suspected, 
go on instrument . 

* •* * 
Snow-grip tires should be on all 

aircraft flying into icy runway coun
try. Even the best brakes will not 
stop an aircraft that is skidding 
down an icy runway. Every winter 
there are a few accidents of this 
nature which could have been pre
vented. The heavier transports seem 
to be especially addicted to the long 
skid when not properly equipped. 

* ·:+ -t:~ 

Snow or ice covered runways re
quire that short field landing tech
niques be employed at all times 
since braking action is at a mini
mum. Instead of landing short, the 
common tendency, due to optical 
illusion, is to bnd long. 
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KNOW? --- ------ --
C limbs or letdowns through icing 

conditions should be made as fast as ' 
possible to minimize the formation 
of ice on the aircraft. It has been 
found that a heavy load of ice can 
be accumulated on the underside of 
the wings with only minor ice for
mation appearing on the leading 
edge. 

* * * 
Dust covers can be used to cover 

aircraft wheels while on the ground 
to keep out blowing snow which 
freeze the brakes after they cool. 

* •* •* 
Fire extinguishers should be kept 

at normal room temperature before 
using. Valves may not open at low 
temperature . 

•* -¥.· -¥.· 

Condensation is more apt to oc
cur if an aircraft is hangared in 
cold weather. This necessitates care
ful checking for water a t low 
points in a ll systems. 

* * * 
Propeller pitch should be changed 

from time to time during cruise, to 
prevent the oil from congealing. 

* * * 
Control ystem check during win

ter operation should include a care
ful examination to determine if any 
water traps exist which might result 
in the freezing of a pulley, cable or 
actuator. 

* '* * 
During any type of prec1p1ta tion 

in winter weather, hangar doors can 
be opened and aircraft chilled to 
approximately outside temperature 
before being towed out on the ramp. 
This preven ts snow from melting 
upon striking the aircraft, and then 
freezing. 

* * * 
After takeoff from snow or slush , 

operating the landing gear and flaps 
through several complete cycles will 
prevent freezing. 

* * * 
When on the ground, canopies 

should be left slightly open to allow 
circula tion within the cockpit to pre
vent canopy cracking from contrac
tion and to reduce windshield and 
canopy frosting. 

Cold, and the necessity of wear
ing heavy flying equipment tends to 
lower pilot efficiency. The physiolo
gists say that many of the same 
symptoms which are as ociated with 
hypoxia have been noticed in pilots 
who are ubjected to extreme cold. 
However, this is not dangerous, just 
a matter of expecting it and being 
a little more alert than usual. 

* * * 
For landing when it's really milky, 

with no way of telling if the ground 
is near or far, snow-wise pilots fly 
over the landing area and drop some 
object of known size. The old timers 
used to carry along a spare pine 
tree. The object serves as a guide 
to give the pilot enough depth per
ception to land safely. This method 
is especially handy if it is necessary 
to make an emergency landing on 
the ice cap. The main thing is not 
to kid yourself that you can "see 
the ground" under such conditions. 
Many others have tried it and 
landed on the nose. 

* * •* 
There is no way accurately to 

estimate the number of inches of 
snow on a runway. If an airport is 
not being used, stay away from it, 
unless you have an emergency. One 
pilot "estimated" that there were 
two inches and landed on his back. 
There wa an airport with cleared 
runways not far away. 

•* •* •* 

Night takeoff accidents involving 
loss of directional control and col
lision with now-banks point up the 
necessity for being really on your 
toes under these conditions. A slight 
veering to the left would ordinarily 
not be noticed but when there is a 
snow-bank in that direction the veer 
winds up as an accident statistic. 

* * * 
Moisture due to slush and wet 

runways freezes on micro-switches. 
In some cases the gear may actually 
be down when the warning light 
shows, necessitating a go-around for 
a visual check. This results in an 
excessive consumption of fuel and a 
tendency to ignore the warning light. 
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Mal is today such a steaming old stone 
He thinks that all notams are best left alone 

One of the notams he's giving the slip 
Tells of some ice on this very same strip 
This "silly old" nolam goes on lo shed light 
That for above reason whole fleld is shut tight 

His fancy sashaying carves out quite a slash 
And makes of the strip aeronautical hash 

RESTRICTED 

RESTRICTED 

But on blunders Mal and with no one to blame 
His touchdown puts crack whirling dervish to shame 

Here hitched to skate and to powerful stuff 
He's off like a bat. He can't go far enough 
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